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Exclusive savings  
Future-proof network solutions
Save up to 28% on selected copper and fiber  
testers for a limited time only. 

Model Regular recommended 
resale price in SEK

Discounted recommended 
resale price in SEK

Expected savings*  
in SEK

DSX-602-PRO/T & Gold 110270 89780 20490

DSX2-5000/GLD/T 148540 125530 23010

DSX2-8000/GLD/T 185730 154750 30980

DSX2-5000QI/GT 289060 243500 45560

DSX2-8000QI/GLD/T 313710 266220 47490

CFP2-100-Q/GLD/T 182170 154750 27420

OFP2-100Q/GLD/T 148690 111460 37230

No returns, registrations, or hassles. Simply contact your local distributor and take advantage of these great discounts. 
How does it work?

*Note: our authorized distributors are free to provide additional price discounts and, thus, higher end-customer saving.
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savings

G O L D  S U P P O R T

Fluke Networks has been providing installers, network 
technicians and warranty providers worldwide with market 
leading certification testers, renowned for their durability, 
accuracy, ease of use and reporting capabilities, since 1992. 
A global leader in certification, troubleshooting and  
installation tools, we are trusted by the professionals who 
install and maintain critical network cabling infrastructure.  
From establishing the most advanced data centers to 
restoring service on the factory floor, our combination of 
unmatched reliability and performance ensures our  
customers can have confidence in their work. 

Our Versiv™ modular platform offers the flexibility to test 
both copper and fiber from any location. Best of all, it is 
compatible with Linkware-PC, and Linkware™ Live, the 

industry’s best reporting software. More than 100 million 
test results have been uploaded by users to Linkware™ 
Live to prove it. We back this up with Fluke Premium Care 
– Gold, the most comprehensive support service available, 
delivering confidence and maintenance cost control in the 
same package.

Join us in celebrating more than a decade of our  
Versiv™/DSX platform with savings on our best-selling 
models, all including Gold support, for a limited time only, 
from March 1st to June 21st, 2024. 

https://rb.gy/7ovcxm



Terms and conditions apply. This discount is available from March 1 to June 21, 2024, for end customers in the European Union and in the United 
Kingdom, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark (excluding any country to which EU or US trade sanctions apply). The discount offered is valid 
on purchases of qualifying products, and made from Fluke’s participating authorized distributors only, during the discount period. Find an authorized 
distributor here: https://www.flukenetworks.com/wheretobuy 

Fluke Networks 
DSX-8000

Fluke Networks 
CertiFiber Pro

Fluke Networks 
OptiFiber Pro

With discounts of up to 28% from our authorized distributors’ 
regular prices, the savings are substantial.

Furthermore, best-selling products in the promotion include 
Fluke Premium Care – Gold. Gold is our comprehensive 
support and maintenance program for Fluke Networks 
products and accessories. It provides a premium level of 
support to minimize business downtime and ensure a high 
return on your investment.  
 
www.flukenetworks.com/content/gold-product-support 
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Resolve and prevent your network issues 
with market leading copper testers
Fluke Networks is the industry’s most 
trusted partner for cable testing from 
Cat. 8 cabling that can support the 
transmission of data up to 40Gbps over 
balanced twisted-pair copper cabling. 
 
The DSX CableAnalyzer™ cable 
testers provide accurate, error-free 
certification even in complex projects 

where multiple teams are involved 
in the testing process, with varying 
media types and multiple testing 
requirements. The DSX is built on our 
Versiv™ modular design that supports 
copper certification, fiber optic loss, 
OTDR testing and fiber end-face 
inspection in one.

Accelerate every step of your Fiber Certification 
Fibers have proven to be a cost-
effective and reliable transmission 
medium, but they are susceptible to 
contamination and link damage.  
It can be time consuming and resource-
intensive to narrow down the cause  
of failure. CertiFiber Pro provides you 
with an optical loss test set with the 
fastest time to certify.

Our ProjX™ management system 
ensures all jobs are completed correctly 
and efficiently and the optical loss test 
set provides automatic  
Pass/Fail analysis to industry standards 
or custom test limits. Both DSX and  
CertiFiber are compatible with 
Linkware™ Live cloud-based service 
and customers can quickly and easily 
create professional customised PDF 
reports with LinkWare™ PC.

Meet the challenges of enterprise fiber optic  
infrastructures with Optifiber Pro
Using the same Versiv™ mainframe 
as DSX and Certifiber modules, 
Optifiber Pro is our user-friendly 
Optical Time Domain Reflectometer 
(OTDR). Optifiber pro is optimized for 
the enterprise, capable of testing both 
multimode and Singlemode optical 
fiber links for performance,  
for certification (with the Certifiber Pro) 
and for troubleshooting purposes.  

A full ‘Autotest mode, unique 
‘EventMap’ display, and full-day battery 
life simplifies testing and delivers 
results to make every technician a 
near-expert.  


